What a difference a year makes

Entering my second year as president, I’m astounded by the differences a year can make. Most notably, we saw the inauguration of Chancellor George Blumenthal, who honored UCSC’s founders by reminding us that we were to become a “campus for the next century”—a campus of brilliant scholars dedicated to educating tomorrow’s leaders and breaking new ground in their chosen research fields.

It is gratifying to see faculty, students, and staff embarking on bold programs to build the world’s largest telescope, protect coastal and marine communities, bring health services to underserved populations, and develop storage technology to securely house increasingly complex data sets. True to the founders’ vision, the continuing emphasis on undergraduate education leads to a disproportionately high percentage of alumni who pursue graduate and professional degrees (not to mention, the receipt of Pulitzer, MacArthur, and countless other awards).

These achievements, however, would not have been possible without your support. Gifts to the campus increased 25 percent last year, and the Foundation is rapidly mobilizing itself to launch even more ambitious efforts in the coming years. Supporting UCSC’s unique brand of scholarship is testimony to your commitment and passion for seeking excellence amidst the beauty of the redwoods on the hill. On behalf of the Board, I cannot thank you enough for your dedication and support. What can we do together to make next year even better?

Gordon Ringold
President, UC Santa Cruz Foundation
Private gifts making a difference

With over $31.5 million in private contributions during 2007–08, your support helped make this the third-highest fundraising year in UCSC history.

College Endowments
(as of June 30, 2008)

UCSC’s 10 colleges provide supportive living-learning communities within the larger university. The college endowments are an important source of funds for the colleges, supporting expanded core courses and special programs for students.

- Cowell—$2,682,111
- Crown—$1,080,862
- Kresge—$180,184
- Merrill—$670,886
- Oakes—$3,078,775
- Porter—$7,881,676
- Stevenson—$696,179
- College Eight—$105,605
- College Nine—$10,220
- College Ten—$10,220

Source of Private Funds: 2007–08
(Total: $31,578,096)

- Foundations: $15,721,923 (49.8%)
- Businesses: $5,579,738 (17.7%)
- Other Individuals: $5,343,227 (16.9%)
- Other Organizations: $2,587,213 (8.2%)
- Alumns: $1,446,759 (4.6%)
- Parents: $858,468 (2.7%)
- Campus Organizations: $40,768 (0.1%)

Use of Private Funds: 2007–08
(Total: $31,578,095)

- Faculty Research: $17,158,464 (54.3%)
- Other Purposes*: $9,443,296 (29.9%)
- Instruction: $1,517,280 (4.8%)
- Campus Improvement: $1,426,874 (4.5%)
- Student Support: $1,057,564 (3.3%)
- Department Support: $818,042 (2.6%)
- Unrestricted: $156,575 (0.5%)

*Gifts to the University Library, Arboretum, KZSC, Women’s Club, Farm & Garden, Affiliates, Extension, Sesnon Art Gallery, and other campus galleries.
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UC Santa Cruz Foundation Board of Trustees

The UC Santa Cruz Foundation is a nonprofit, all-volunteer organization formed in 1974 to support the University of California, Santa Cruz. In close partnership with UCSC’s chancellor, faculty, and staff, the Foundation encourages and accepts private gifts to address critical campus needs not met by state funds.
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Gordon M. Ringold
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President

Richard F. Moss
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Gary D. Novack
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Vice President of Board Affairs

Kristen Tibbits
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Susan W. Hammer
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President, 1981–83
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Donald E. Cooley
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Paul J. Hall
(Merrill ’72)
Kamil H. Hasan
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Frans M. Lanting

Anne Neufeld Levin
President, 1991–93
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President, 2005–07
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Nion T. McEvoy
(Porter ’74)
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(Cowell ’68)
Garry A. Spire
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Retiring Foundation Trustees

The following Foundation trustees retired during the past year. We thank them wholeheartedly for their dedicated service!

Narpat Bhandari
Ramesh H. Bhojwani
Timothy J. Morgan
(Cowell ’70)

Leticia Quezada
(Oakes ’75)
Between July 1, 2007, and June 30, 2008, more than 12,000 alumni, parents, individuals, and organizations supported UC Santa Cruz with gifts totaling $31.6 million, an increase of 25 percent over the previous year. This Honor Roll of Donors acknowledges those contributors.

ANNUAL GIVING: CREATING PHILANTHROPIC COMMUNITY

Through UCSC’s Annual Fund, donors provide crucial ongoing support for their favorite college, department, division, or program, or for the Chancellor’s Fund for Excellence and Parents Fund, which help meet critical campus needs.

Annual Giving programs at UCSC raised $2.37 million, including nearly $560,000 from alumni and $447,000 from parents. “We’re especially thrilled to see parents stepping up to support the campus,” says Adam Goduto, director of development for the Annual Fund. “They’re an integral part of the UCSC community, and we’ve been working very hard to involve them in meaningful ways.” Indeed, this year, UCSC instituted the Parents Council, which will provide parents with an opportunity to raise and direct funds for special projects benefiting students.

For information about supporting UCSC’s Annual Fund or Colleges, contact Goduto at (831) 459-2489 or agoduto@ucsc.edu. To give online, go to review.ucsc.edu/giving.
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Class of 1967
Gift Total: $11,466
Participation: 8%

Silver Chancellor’s Associates
Allant and Nan Goodman

Chancellor’s Associates
Robert and Carol Dodge

Chancellor’s Circle
John Wilkes

Annual Donors
Lawrence Campbell
Julianne and Darryl^ Chagi
Joseph and Hilary Goldberg
David and Margie Guggenheim
Dane and Kathleen^ Harlin
Arthur S. Leafer
Vera and Andrew McLean
Judith and Jeffrey Milman
Victor Nee and Brett de Bary
Suzanne Shellaby
Susan and Marvin Young

Class of 1968
Gift Total: $16,480
Participation: 12%

Gold Chancellor’s Associates
Anne L. Burnham

Chancellor’s Associates
Bill Dickinson
David Lewis* and Liz Sandoval
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Class of 1969
Gift Total: $17,070
Participation: 15%
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Class of 1970
Gift Total: $135,282
Participation: 15%
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Silver Chancellor’s Associates
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Chancellor’s Associates
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Class of 1971
Gift Total: $67,469
Participation: 12%
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Alice and Michael Masek∆
Richard Mead
Linda Metaxas
Jeffrey and Phyllis Miller
Mark and Caprice Moran
David Morrison
Janet and Dennis Mulshine∆
Willa Nehlsen
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Craig Schaffer
Joanne Scher and Michael Butnik
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Jeanette Spangle and Alan Walfeld
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Edmond Traidor
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Judy L.◊ and Carl E.% Walsh◊
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Martha Wilson
Frank Zwart◊ and Julia Armstrong-Zwart◊

Stephen Klein#
Mark and Linda Schaefer*

Chancellor’s Circle
George Bennett
Peter Capou
Anthony and Victoria de Alcua
Lee Draper and Thomas Paiva∆
Joan Namahana Kerr
Robert and Susan Koeppe
John Laird and John Flores
Stefanie Lenway and Tom Murtha
Steven and Diana Meckfessel
Florence Nelson and Terence Cuff•
Walter Rask
Carol Pizl Weisskopf and Gene Weisskopf

Annual Donors
Laura Bennett
Eva Berendá
Steven and Mary Bignell
Jill Blanchard
Lorin Brennan
Clair Bunton and Steven Elprin
Julie Chang
John Coffey
Patricia Brown Coughlan and Scott Hale
Joseph Di Mercurio
Thaya DuBois* and David Ehman∆
John Dummermuth
Susanne Dyckman
Marcia Ehingerá
Bruce Engelbert
Thomas English* and Vicki Ono∆
Delores Garcia
Juan C. Garcia
Ann Gildersleeve and Steven Flannes◊
Daniel Goldstein
Bob Grindeland and Janet DeDonato
Elinor Hall and Kenneth Venzke
Donna Healey
Eric and Gailö Heit*
Randall and Carol Huth
Linda Ishihara and Eugene Wing
Roderick Johnson
Kenneth Kendler and Susan Miller*
Melissa and Larry Kurtz
Rex and Joan Lake
Charles and Arlene Lapin
Paul Lawton and Patty Durkee*
Ruperto and Mary Luntao
John and Patricia Maddux*∆
Lynn Mally and Robert Moeller
David and Ann Mehr
Michael Melville
Anne Newman
Robert and Jennifer Niederman
Naohiko and Kathleen Noguchi*Á
Mark Ober
Chang Paik
Alycef and Richard Prudden
Gary Racusin* and Nancy Moss-Racusin*
Lisa Rose© and Kenneth Koenig
Bill Rota* and Suzanne Reed+
Robert and Alison Sawyer*
Joseph Schultz
Lee Slaff
Sherill Smith-Scharf and Jeff Scharf*∆
Susan and Thomas Spitz∆
Jay and Jacqueline Stephens
Catherine Ann Trejo∆
Stephen Vincent
James and Katharyne Waldon
Judith Weissberg-Ortiz
Linda Wilshusen* and Rock Plotnhauser*
Walter Rask
Carol Pizl Weisskopf and Gene Weisskopf

Class of 1973
Gift Total: $45,450
Participation: 12%

Gold Chancellor's Associates
Gary† and Dona Novack
Silver Chancellor's Associates
Kathryn Sullivan
Chancellor's Associates
Katherine C. and Ken J.◊ Doctor*∆
Mary Alice Kane
Charles Lawson
George Malkenuse
Chancellor's Circle
Kevin and Katherine Biddle
Bruce Bowen
Carol Gault∆
Tim Lawton
Janet Mason
Joanne and Eugene Scanlan
Patricia Short
Loren Steck+ and Annette Yee

Annual Donors
John and Patricia Ashbaugh
Paul Baren
Jean Barowy
David and Marcia Battin*∆
Robert Benjamin
Donna Blakemoreed and Erik Suerbokrop∆
Jeffrey and Elizabeth Brook
Robert and Thelma Brooks
Alan Busacca
Stephanie Campbell
Clair and Pamela Carlson
Laura Carrick* and Bela Csikesz*
Caroline Castro
Jim Cochran
Jennifer Cook
Ellen Cooper
Scott Crask
Sue and R.A. Dummler
Rick and Carol Edison*
Douglas Forbes
Ann Fox
Paul Fuller∆
B. Charles Glenn
Don Gonzales
John and Ysidra Gutierrez∆
Neal Halfon and Jessica Lauffer
Amy Kleinstein* and Gildas Hamel∆
Janice Hansel and Kelly Ward
James Hein
David Hingston
Anthony and Louise Huang
Craig Ishida and Barbara Telford
Kenneth* and Lizanne Jensen∆
Samuel Johnson and Katherine∆
Moore
Rick Jones and Karen Christensen
John Keith* and Kimlin McDaniel-Keith*
Harry King
Richard and Pamela Kittle
James Laffan* and Kate Brooks*∆
Mimi Lewis
Karen Lynch∆
Evelyn and Cleveland Mangham
Demian and Peggy Martin
Marcia Martin
Suzanne Meyer and Jerry Budin
Robin Miller
Lauree Devos Moore
Chalon and Sandy Mullins
Sloan Nota and Robert McKean
Karen and John Nyer°
Joseph Palacios
Suzanne Reed* and William Rotá
Ziggie Rendler-Bregman* and Jesse Bregman*∆
Andrew Rice and Christine Herrmann
Indira and Saiful Rimkeit
Carol Rivin and Thomas Dietterich
Michael Rodenburger
Raymond and Grasiela Rodriguez
Sheila Sakashita
Alison and Robert Sawyer*∆
Kathleen and Paul Schoellhamer*∆
Kathryn and Stanley Scott
Russ Scott and Carolyn Villa-Scott
Nikki Silva* and Charles Prentiss
Richard and Kate Brooks*∆
Kathleen Smith and William Kier
Richard Stanley* and Helen Gibbons*
Alice Stassik
Glenöøn and Anna Stewart
David Straub
Rebecca and John Tammen
Terry Teays* and Carol Riggs*
Robert# and Michele Kibrick∆
Gail McGovern and Gordon Cox∆
Patricia*◊ Morris and Guy Oliver*
Paul Wagner* and Margaret Clark*
Lawrence and Joanna Weschler

Annual Donors
William Alscherer
Maxine and Phillip Balma
Sandra and Dennis Barnes
Marcia and David Battin*∆
Ken and Melinda Block
Marnie Bodek and Edwin Moss
Kate Brooks and James Laffan*∆
Michael Brown and Laura Malakoff
Louise and Robert Byer
Jonathan Clark
Phyllis and Robert Conlan
Dian and Robert James
Terry and Mark Corwin
Robert Daniel
Marc Danziger
Steve and Julia Davenport*∆
Roberto and Teresa de la Rosa
Martin and Jill Dodd
Dawnine and William Dyer*∆
John and Mary Eagle
Shimmering Eagle
Carol and Rick Edson*∆
Richard and Susan Farrington
Margaret* and Rodgers Faurot
Mark Forty* and Frances Hatfield*∆
Mary Furlong∆
Sally Gilbert
Beth Gleghorn
Gregory and Rose Gonzalez
Deborah and William Hackett
Anne and Arthur Hall
Christina Halsey
Gailö and Eric Hot†
Nancy and Daniel Hendrix

David Graves† and Elizabeth McKinne
Nion McEvoy†
Gail Michaels-Ow*+† and George Ow∆
Julie Packard*† and Robert Stephens*∆
Rachael Spencer and Kevin Rooney
Jeffrey Tanzer
John Woodward* and Leslie Lingaa*∆
Silver Chancellor's Associates
P. Brett Hammond+ and Mindy Leiterman*
Charity Kenyon* and Michael Eaton+
Chancellor's Associates
Randall Graham and Chinsiu Huang
Lawrence Moskowitz*† and Louise Packard
Chancellor's Circle
Steven Brown
Terence Cuff* and Florence Nelson*∆
Mary Doyle*† and David Greenwood
Kathleen Goonian
Robert† and Michele Kibrick∆
Gail McGovern and Gordon Cox∆
Patricia*◊ Morris and Guy Oliver*
Paul Wagner* and Margaret Clark*
Lawrence and Joanna Weschler

Class of 1972
Gift Total: $66,848
Participation: 12%

Gold Chancellor's Associates
Paul Hall†
Pamela Jue
Janet Parkins and John Beland*∆
Gordon∆ and Tanya Ringold
Chancellor’s Associates
Moira and Kenneth Feingold*∆
Susan T. and Alan Goldstein
Bruce and Candis Kerns
Mary Patton
David Van Pelt* and Mary Fitzpatrick*Δ
Todd Werby and Nonie Greene
Jeanne and Van Wolverson*Δ

An Annual Donors
Patti and Hugo ArabiaΔ
Kathy Balint
Lawrence Bartholomew
Richard Becker
Georganne Benesch and David Condon
Monica Berson
Steven and Donna Brigham
David and Carole Brodsky
Karl Brown
Lisa Brussell* and Bruce Beaudoin*Δ
Alice and John Carley
Bruce Cottrell
Susan Dawkins* and Bruce Clark*
Elia DieLoven-Albrecht* and
Christopher Albrecht*Δ
George and Cheryl Dymesich
Robert Enkeboll
Dana Frank*
Gregory and Christine Freeman
Megan Gallagher and Bob Taylor
Blair Gifford and Ann Erickson
Rachel Ginzberg
Patty Glatt and Joshua Steinhauser
Shirley Gould
Rosalind Greenstein and Rob
Addelson
Laura Haigwood* and Chris Van Den Bossche*Δ
Renee Harding
Lynne Toerne Herb
Colleen Holmes
Douglas HopkinsonΔ and Sara
LivelyΔ
Elise Huffman* and Jeffrey Grubb
Lygia Ionniitu
Russell and Nancy Ivanhoe
Mark Jansen* and Julie Krakauer*Δ
Lizanne and Kenneth* Jensen*
Roger and Stephanie Jungerman
Cynthia and Todd Kesselman
Gregory and Liz Krause
Gary Kandar
Grace Landel
Joel and Elizabeth Laucher*Δ
Barbara Lawrence and Patrick
Devine
Sally Leete
Anna-Lee Farrell Lipman
John and Diane LoraonΔ
Meredith and James Margolis
George Martinez
Donna Maurillo
David Mealy and Barbara Stevenson
Robert Mercer
Roxanne Moger* and Richard
Kennedy*Δ
James and Jill O’Callahan
Manuel Pastor*Δ and Elizabeth
Hamilton*Δ

Patrick Pierce
Joseph Platin
Alison and David Polkinhorne
Rebeca Rangel
Deborah Rennels Salkind and Louis
Salkind
Felicia Riche*Δ
Peter and Rosemary Robinson
Rosalinda Rodriguez
Barbara Ruben
Mary Russell and Michael Picaard
Randall Rutsch and Kathy Rinehart
Mark Schack
Peter Schmale
Gary and Wynne Schumacher
Karen Scott
Nancy Shine and Jim Stoner
Sarita Silverman
Kenneth Simon
Paul Skilton
Jeff and Susan Sloss
Vicki Smith and Stephen Mc Mahon
Gale Snow and James Montgomery
Jim and Lisa Steele
Justin and Maj StormGipson*Δ
Peter and Donna Thomas
Pamela Kleibrink Thompson
Andrew TurnerΔ
Christopher Valle-Riestra
Dirk and Sharon Vander Ende*Δ
Theresa and Joseph Weeg
Suzanne Wolbers and Julius Spiegel
Jean Walton Wolff
David and Catherine Young
Frederick Zack

Class of 1979
Gift Total: $54,025
Participation: 8%

Gold Chancellor’s Associates
Stephen and Mona Bruce
Scott Roseman*Δ and Jasmine
Berke*Δ

Chancellor’s Associates
Petter Jerram
Bruce and Linda Lymburn
David Watson

Chancellor’s Circle
Kenneth Alex
Harry Fox
Steven Harris

Annual Donors
Cheryl and Richard Armstrong
Brian Beaudoin* and Lisa Brussell*
Constance and Paul Boulay
Thomas Brown and Maureen Hoatlin
Shannon Brownlee*Δ
S. Elliot and Sara Burch
Nancy Carr Gordon*Δ and Jack
Gordon
Debra Chaplan
Roger Cibella and D. Barron
James Cohen and Karen Murtagh
Constance CummingsΔ
Julia and Steve Davenport*Δ

Jane Ellis-McNaboeΔ and Gerald
McNaboeΔ
Bruce Falstein
Renee Flower*Δ and Jim MacKenzie*Δ
Christopher and Eileen FrostΔ
Frank and Sue Gallagher*Δ
Martin Ginnett
Tracy Green and Alan Siegel
Gurney
Barbara and John Harker*Δ
Sheri and Peter Harris
Lou Aminder-Heine
Mimi Hills
Evelyn Johnston
James and Renee Jones
Julie Kostelitz
Jolie Krakauer* and Mark Jansen*Δ
Glen Kramer
Tom Larson
Elizabeth and Joel Laucher*Δ
Janet Lean Lazier and David Lazier
Charlene Leung*Δ and Robert
Pressnell*Δ
Martin Lewis
Bruce Lieberman and Marlene
Meyer
Diane Manning and Eddie Kessler
Suzanne and Craig McKnight
Dorothy Metzler
Phyllis Miller
Anne Morse
John and Deborah Muth*Δ
James Nelson
Kate and Kevin O’Sullivan
Christina Papp
Pete Parkinson* and Cecilia Udall*Δ
Andrea Pearlstein
Lad Perenyi and Laureen Suva
Francisco Ponce
Robert Reade
Karin and Richard Rollo*Δ
Jeff Sacharow* and Sara
Wasserstrom*Δ
Roban S. Miguel
Rohal Share
Rafael Siqueiros
Maj and Justin StormGipson*Δ
Richard Strunin and Marcia Luisi
Robert and Janet Tanaka
John Theibault
Debbie Goldsmith
Steven Wallace*Δ and Trudy Sonia*Δ
Abby Wayne
John Wescat*Δ
Chris and Lisa WilmotΔ

Class of 1980
Gift Total: $22,965
Participation: 7%

Chancellor’s Associates
Kathy Chetkovich and Jonathan
Franzen
Peter Matthiesen
Leslie Swaha

Chancellor’s Circle
Anonymous Donor

Mary Grindeland and Steven
Anderson
Michael Scharfenstein
Margaret Sullivan*Δ and Richard
Spear*Δ

Annual Donors
Thomas Adams
Christopher Albrecht*Δ and Elsa
DieLoven-Albrecht*Δ
James Andrews
Bruce Bannerman
Margaret Black
Carolyn Brooks
Marcy Kent Brown and Malia Brown
Laurie and John Brunfield
Susan and Peter Connery*Δ
Claudia and David Calderhead*Δ
Tom Clements
Becky Ganz and Jennifer Hedges
Ryan Hallock and Hannelore
Brandel Eiger and Robin Kehoe
Robert EssweinΔ
Paul and Wendy Fajnor*Δ
Ken Friedenbach and Liz Alpert*
Dara Garrison*Δ
Theodore and Lynette George
Susan Georgette
Helen Gibbons* and Richard
Stanley*Δ
Alex idade and Jean Grillo*Δ
Virginia and Dennis Haberkamp
Jewell Hangeroad* and Lamar
Spalding*Δ
Ann Harvey*Δ
Josh and Hermelinda Hernandez
Jacob and Deborah Herschler
Joy Jeannette
James Jubelirer
Barry Katz
Amy Katzenstein-ESOC and David
Harrington*Δ
Roger Koopmann*Δ and Thomas
Bullen*Δ
Linda Locatelli*Δ and Gordon Lion
Evelyn Margolin
Paul Martineau
Alice Mendez-Kavier*Δ and David
Kavier*Δ
Nancy Norris* and Nicholas
Littlestone*Δ
Donald and Deborah Peterson
John Purser
Ellie Reese
Sarah Reynolds*Δ and Mark Palley*
Thomas Ribe and Monique
Schoustra
Michael and Patrice Roach
Margaret Rusmore*Δ and Scott
Bogue*Δ
Alison Russell and Walter Wadlow
Kris and Jacob*Δ Sidman
Trudy Sonia*Δ and Steven Wallace*Δ
Kathleen and Roland Stoughton*Δ
Marney Stroud
Robert Thune
Trudi and Robert Trygg

Class of 1978
Gift Total: $67,191
Participation: 10%

Gold Chancellor’s Associates
Jasmine Berke*Δ and Scott
Roseman*Δ
Lucy Starkweather Winton

Silver Chancellor’s Associates
Jeffrey Philpott

Chancellor’s Associates
John Bogart
Frans Lanthing* and Christine
Eckstrom
Daniel and Stephanie Mathews
Sally-Christine Rodgers and Randy
Repass

Chancellor’s Circle
Karen Axelson and Philip Leboit
Jennifer Durham
John Kenner
Julie KimballΔ
Amy Newell

Mary Unruhe and Jennifer
Susan Takalo
Jeanne Strayer and Bill Drennen
Susan Marshall Rush and James Rush
Lisa Saunders
Terence Schull
Leslie Scott-Cocking and Paul Cocking
Richard Shetren
Gregory Spiering
Jeanne Strayer and Bill Drennen
Susan Takalo
Rita Tanaro
Steven Unruhe and Jennifer McGovern
Sharon and Dirk Vander Ende*Δ
Susan Volker
Joy and Arthur Wood
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Class of 1981
Gift Total: $17,019
Participation: 8%

Silver Chancellor's Associates
Timothy Byrne

Chancellor's Circle
Lora and John Allison*  Valerie Chase* and Roberta Reyes*  Corey Salka and Lisa Orlick-Salka  Jim and Eileen Simpkins

Annual Donors
Margaret Shiffrar
Nancy Skinner and Mike Schneegas
Shirley Soldin
Dora and Jeffrey Solinas*
Sharon Street and Broo Campbell
Michael Van Altena
Christine Weir* and Sally Arnold+
Janice West and Mark Leitch
Jeffrey and Elissa Wingate
Mrs. Winslow−

Class of 1985
Gift Total: $43,309
Participation: 6%

Gold Chancellor’s Associates
Matthew and Karen Howard
Richard* and Bettina Mass*

Silver Chancellor’s Associates
Barbara and John Chilton

Chancellor’s Associates
Jeffrey Skala

Chancellor’s Circle
Gregory Allen
David and Karen Dundes

Annual Donors
Kennedy Adams
William Anderson
Cris Bacharach
David and Glenda Baer∆
Nancy Berglass* and Ricky
Susan Briggs
Ralph and Caroline Carney*
Judith Chadderton
Diane Caddick
Renée Cravens
Dana Crowley◊
Karen Penn De Martinez
Conrad Delury
Jay and Dora Downey
Michael Espey
Jeff Evans and Mary Ballou
Kate and Gregory Evard
Jonathan and Jennifer Fay
Anne Fischer* and Edward Keith*
Mark and Cathia Fleisher
Kyoko◊ and Jerry Freeman*
Valerie Fuette
Kristina and Julian Grantz*
Christopher and Nancy Heavey
Daniel Heller
Sharon and Steve Jaffe
Paul and Jeanett Johnson
Pessis Karim*◊ and Craig Strang*
David Kunduro and Joan Krinman
Dane Levens
Noreen and Tod Likins
Evelyn Luluquisen
Elizabeth and Sam Newman
Mary Nicolini
John and Susan O’Brien*
Daryl Odent and Jennifer Martin
Anna Osborne Berman
Jyoti Prathar (D) and John Robinson
Diane Pruett
Dave Ream
Douglas Rivlin
Paul and Susan Rockwell*
Melitta Rorty and Brande Gentry
Jacqueline Rosen
Kent and Elaine Screechfield

Scott and Peggy Seltz
Michael Shipley
Debra and Tony Sloss*
Julia Siewg
Elaina Temkin and Alan Sprinnts
Karen Trewartha−Weiner
Gregory and Marjorie Tupper
Aaron Willis and Natalie Weiss
Daniel and Laura Winter
Anne Wittenberg
Frank and Paula Zazueta
Jill and Philip Zimam*

Class of 1986
Gift Total: $13,883
Participation: 6%

Chancellor’s Associates
Jeffrey Hayden

Chancellor’s Circle
Rick Pettit
Kathryn and Othmar* Tobisch

Annual Donors
Sally Arnold* and Christine Weir+
Ricky Bluthenthal* and Nancy
Berglass*
Christopher and Holly Bolling
Daniel and Angela Brade
Naomi Brokaw* and Brian Moffett*◊
Dennis Brown
Jane Rauch Brown#
Thomas Bullen* and Roger
Kooppman*
Tammy Campsen
Heather Cline and Annette
O’Donovan
Alison Cook−Sather
Pauline and Andrew Darrow
Whitney Dixon and Dale Word
Sarah Donovan
Annette Emer and Patrick Cody
Maria Felix−Neal* and James Neal*
David Fouquet
Don and Wendy* Geney
Deborah Ginsburg and David Henry
Al Golshan and Maryham Jabangany
David and Kimberly Griffith#
Linda Johnson
Ursula and Derol Jones
April Kane−Johnston
Kirk and Jodi Kawagoe
Mitzi Kim−Seo
Margo and David Kipps
Susan and Tom Koontz
Nicholas Littlestone* and Nancy
Norris*◊
Marc Los Huertos*
Victoria Lugo
Steven Lutzky
Monica McGorvin
Kevin E. Meaney
Alma Sifuentes−◊ and Daniel
Moreno*◊
Gary Moro*
Colleen Mulholand and Robert Davis
Adolfo Rumbos
Thelma Sass
Alan Schneider

Peter Robinson* and Lisa Brill−
Robinson*
Paul Rollins
Rachel Roth
Anne and James Rowley
Malcolm Rucker
Josephine Ruelas
Melissa* and Nigel Sanders−Self*◊
Elizabeth and Timothy Saunders
Kerry and Neil Shafer−Ray
Joan Tannheimer*◊ and Ken Foster*
Kelly Tyler and James Von Hendy
Ann Watkins and Randy Shepherd
Joseph Wirak and MaryJane Kubler
Nicholas and Lynn◊ Zachreson

Class of 1987
Gift Total: $29,334
Participation: 6%

Chancellor’s Associates
Annette Emer and Patrick Cody
Mary Felix−Neal* and James Neal*
David Fouquet
Don and Wendy* Geney
Deborah Ginsburg and David Henry
Al Golshan and Maryham Jabangany
David and Kimberly Griffith#
Linda Johnson
Ursula and Derol Jones
April Kane−Johnston
Kirk and Jodi Kawagoe
Mitzi Kim−Seo
Margo and David Kipps
Susan and Tom Koontz
Nicholas Littlestone* and Nancy
Norris*◊
Marc Los Huertos*
Victoria Lugo
Steven Lutzky
Monica McGorvin
Kevin E. Meaney
Alma Sifuentes−◊ and Daniel
Moreno*◊
Gary Moro*
Colleen Mulholand and Robert Davis
Adolfo Rumbos
Thelma Sass
Alan Schneider

Scott and Peggy Seltz
Michael Shipley
Debra and Tony Sloss*
Julia Siewg
Elaina Temkin and Alan Sprinnts
Karen Trewartha−Weiner
Gregory and Marjorie Tupper
Aaron Willis and Natalie Weiss
Daniel and Laura Winter
Anne Wittenberg
Frank and Paula Zazueta
Jill and Philip Zimam*

Class of 1988
Gift Total: $28,565
Participation: 4%

Gold Chancellor’s Associates
Pat* and Rowland Rebele

Chancellor’s Associates
Robert Irion* and Barry Grigsby*
Gail* and Patrick*◊ Mantey

Chancellor’s Circle
Naomi Andrews*◊ and Daniel Levin
Kenneth and Susan Pergram
Sarah Roese
Randall Sommer

Annual Donors
Jane Owen Alt and Roger Alt
Steven and Lesley Bell*
Andrew Block
Lisa Bril−Robinson* and Peter
Robinson*
Charlie Croker and Charity Kahn
Anne Dalton−Hand* and Michael
Hand*
Benjamin Elwood and Susie
Steinbach
Abigail Faulkner
Michael and Lauren Fennell*
Dara Ferra* and Matthew Hymel*
Tracy Fullerton
Stephen Gruman
Nathaniel Henderson
Jennifer Heyman
Robert and Gwen Holden
Allynore Jen
Mark Koenig
Leonard Leopold* and Teresa Buika
Leopold*
David Levy
Paula Mahoney
Remelle and Terry Eastman
Leslie Evans
Jacqueline and Barry Geipel*
Jim Gilbert and Susan Orbuch
Eric Goodberg
Robert Hall and Denise Lee
Dennis Hogan
Corine* Houston and Jeff Traugott
Steven Kenney
Donald and Nicki Kerns
Christopher and Lauri Lind−White
Thomas Love
Nina and Pavlok Machotka◊
Ken Manatt
Grant Marshall
Teri and Reginald Mathews
Michael McKay and Susan Brooks−McKay
Griselda Mireles
Daniel Moreno*◊ and Alma
Sifuentes−◊
Merlin Nguyen
Lawrence O’Hanlon
Kimberly and David Griffith*
Julie and Gerald Oehler
Christopher Norman Parker
Elizabeth Pittenger
John Robinson

Peter Robinson* and Lisa Brill−
Robinson*
Paul Rollins
Rachel Roth
Anne and James Rowley
Malcolm Rucker
Josephine Ruelas
Melissa* and Nigel Sanders−Self*◊
Elizabeth and Timothy Saunders
Kerry and Neil Shafer−Ray
Joan Tannheimer*◊ and Ken Foster*
Kelly Tyler and James Von Hendy
Ann Watkins and Randy Shepherd
Joseph Wirak and MaryJane Kubler
Nicholas and Lynn◊ Zachreson

Class of 1989
Gift Total: $24,332
Participation: 5%

Chancellor’s Associates
Linda*◊ and William Anderson
Barry Grigsby* and Robert Irion*◊
Rose and Ronald LaMont*

Chancellor’s Circle
Kathleen Hughes*◊ and Kate McGirr*
James Kinoshita* and Jean Cho*
Melinda Kinkpatrick
Brian Stauntenbiel* and Nicole
Paiement*
Donald Terry
Deborah Tirschwell

Annual Donors
Kyle and Christina Arndt
David Beardon
Kevin Bepps and Dianne Lau
Lesley and Steven Bel*†
Susan Bernstein
Edward Blair
Dale Boutiette
Joy Brawn
Alice Chien
Donna and John Cox
Jordan Day
Roger Dunteman
Christopher Ferrrell
Thomas Fowler and Nicole O’Bryan
Ellen Kane
John Kauh
Kevin Keedy*◊ and Paul Edwards*◊
James Kerr
Madison Kilpatrick
Richard Kimberly
Jonathan and Tiffany Klein
Nick and Laura Kopinsis
Donna Kyammen
Barbara Laurence* and James
O’Connor*
Cynthia LeDou−Bloom
Victor Lee
Wallace and Vanessa Leland
James and Karen McClennen*◊
Bill McIntosh
Lawrence and Judith Mennemeier*◊
Christine Miller*
Charles and Kerry Mitchell
Curt Miyashiro
Christine Mueller
Martha Noble

Participation: 6%
Gift Total: $43,309
Participation: 6%
Gift Total: $13,883
Participation: 6%
Gift Total: $29,334
Participation: 6%
Gift Total: $28,565
Participation: 4%
Gift Total: $24,332
Participation: 5%
Rosa Plaza*◊ and Pablo Reguerin*◊
Thomas Murphy
Jose Mendoza
Charles and Julianne McEwen
Dewey Wong
Alan Yoder and Julie Smith

Class of 1995
Gift Total: $28,791
Participation: 3%

Gold Chancellor's Associates
Jonathon Colburn* and Clare Staveley*◊
Quentin Hancock#

Chancellor's Circle
Galen Carnicelli
Dennis◊ and Jennifer Karlinsky
John Mallory and Margaret Delaney##

Annual Donors
Leisl Athen
Shelley Bates
Alison Breeze
James Brice
Mary Cabaluna
Charles Carter
Jennifer Cheng
Steve Cogorno
Catherine Craddock
Mooneyen and Jerry Danzig
Darryl Davids
Erika Davis
Julio Edchveriana
Barbara Elder
Lisa German
Debra Grodt
Daniel and Kimberly Grover
Virginia and Timothy Guhin
Rebecca Kane
Donna and Jim Kenney
Stephanie Klein and Larry Baer
Arlene Kozimbo and Donald Burgett
SUSAN KRIVIN AND DAVID OHANESIAN
Arlene Kozimbo and Donald Burgett
Stephanie Klein and Larry Baer
Donna and Jim Kenney
Virginia and Timothy Guhin

Class of 1996
Gift Total: $14,077
Participation: 3%

Silver Chancellor's Associates
Bryan Shapiro

Chancellor's Circle
Paul Ausbeck

Annual Donors
Vivek Agrawal
Orson Aguilar
Hootan Altafi
James and Ramona Aroyan
Clint and Stacey Atherton
Susanna Blackwell#* and Carl Havel+*
Alan Carr
Aubrey Cool
Matthew Duffy
Ambree Barnett
Dorothy Furst† and Robert Robinson
Ashley Fullenwider
Jennifer Gonzalez‡* and Warren Sack†
Kaleo Kaliuhiva
Edward Kehler#* and Sara Norwick
Peter Macht∗
Jeremy Marley
Kurt McCormick
Laura McKinney and David Blyn
Matt and Adrienne Moresd
Rene Ortega* and Ivette Becerra
Leslie and Anthony Puckett
Alisa◊ and Ian Schofield
Jeanine and Nichole Soterwood
Birgit Steensen
Andrea Testa-Vought
Sierra Thai-Binh
Geoffrey Thornton
Neil Tigner# and Kate Page-Lippsmeyer∗
Kerrin Wasson and Bruce Lyon†
Frank Wheeler
Vanessa Wilcox
Heidi Williams-Foy and Connor Foy

Class of 1998
Gift Total: $12,250
Participation: 3%

Gold Chancellor's Associates
Clare Staveley*◊ and Jonathon Colburn*

Chancellor's Associates
Philip Feas

Chancellor's Circle
Johnny Chen

Annual Donors
Steven Bean
Kristin Bremm
Michel Canales
Kathryn and Christopher Castelli
Corin Choppin
James Dezendorf
Catharine and Peter Eastman
Patricia and Avi Eliahu
Edward and Debra Fischer
Michael Gin
Lindsay Gipe
Tanya A. Hampton and Jon Strauss
Lauren Hollander-Van Brees
Linda Hong and Micheal Llorente
Danielle and Craig Johnson

Class of 1999
Gift Total: $6,613
Participation: 2%

Silver Chancellor's Associates
Robert Brackett# and Suzanne Garcia∗

Chancellor's Circle
Demian Saffer

Annual Donors
Suzannah Bock
David Borlean# and Ligia Borlean
Sara Brooks-Long∗ and Zackary Long∗
Shoshana Brown
Sabrina Chong
Ellen Cochenour
Cheryl Davis
Theodore Dechant
Trisha and Joel Lavarez
Summer Doty
Laura Fisher
Rafael Garcia
Justin Guan† and Grace Ta
Maia and Carl Hampson
Andrew Jin
Sergio Lacayo
Jessica Lunt
Otoniel Morfin
Jessica Lunt
Michele David◊
Kathleen Dalesandro
Michele David◊
Christine and Steven Hempler
Scott Humphrey
Bryndon and Catherine LaFollette*
Elizabeth Manongdo
Nicholas Marchi
C. David Martin
Angelo Mondragon

Class of 2000
Gift Total: $11,828
Participation: 3%

Chancellor's Associates
David Morrell# and Kirsten Gruesz*

Chancellor's Circle
Stefano Mazzoni

Annual Donors
Jennifer and Justin Abbott
Gabriela Alani‡* and Silas Snyder∗
Carey Anderson
John Bailey
Stephen Canby
Jessica Chuang
Melissa Clines
Patricia Davies
Farida Delgadillo
Michael Doss
Kristina Franceschi
Barnaby and Erin Fry
Derek Groff
Lee and Esther Halveson
Kris Hartman
Olof Hellen
Lynn Hunger
Dilara McCauley
Jay Nickx
Nathan Rogers-Madsen
Patricia and Benjamin Schneider∗
Kristina Scott
Ethan and Katie Stone*
Elizabeth and John Turner*∆
Craig Waters
Jason Williams∗#

Class of 2001
Gift Total: $10,075
Participation: 2%

Silver Chancellor's Associates
Suzanne Garcia∗ and Robert Brackett#

Chancellor's Circle
Jonah Carson◊

Annual Donors
Jennard Cahatol
Elaine Charlton
Kathleen Dalesandro
Michele David◊
Rebecca Hare
Christine and Steven Hempler
Scott Humphrey
Bryndon and Catherine LaFollette*
Elizabeth Manongdo
Nicholas Marchi
C. David Martin
Angelo Mondragon
Jane Housiere
Nanci Hubby
Joseph and Katherine Hudson
Kathleen Hudson
Wei Huey
Dana Huff
Gary and Suha Huffaker
Norman and Lisa Hulberg
Gary and Karen Humphreys
Michael Hungridge
Richard Hummcutt and Dorothy Montague
Wendy and Eric Hunt
Adrienne and Kevin Hunter
Dan and Nada Hurley
Kimberly Huselid and Michael Brady
Greg Hutchins
Connie Hyde
Thomas and Barbara Hyde
Thomas and Wendy Ichimaru
Rosald lans and Richard Nolting
Dale and Deborah Ikeda
Vena and Peter Impala
Clay and Eva Ingram
Robert and Rose Innes
June and Laurene Inokuchi
Jim Inscore
Marc Intermaggio
Ali Iraramesh
Peter Isakson and Helen Hamman
David and Ronna Ishida
Rosemary and Alfred Iversen
Patricia Iwamura
Chris and Pauline Iwata
Ryuzo and Marcia Izumoto
Kamran and Debbie Jabbari
Karen Jacke
Rebecca Jacobsen
Jacqueline Jacobson
Marcand Karen Jacuzzi
Danielle Jaimez
Rick and Mary James
John and Joan Jameson
James and Kathryn Janz
John and Patty Jaundzems
Beatriz and Armando Jauregui
Toni Jeffrey
Pam and Henry Jeffries-Archbold
Bonnie and Jeff Jenkins
Chris and Lenna Jennings
George Jennings
Wei Jiang
Jerry and Janet Jimenez
Daniel Joe
Mannie and Martha Joel
Dalene Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Robert Johnstone
Kathleen and Charles Jones
Linda Ray Jones
Philippa Jane Jones
Scott and Anita Jones
Tim and Debi Jordan
Abraham and Susan Joseph
Beth Juchon
Henry Jun
Kyung Jun
Donald and Young Jung
Robin Jurado and Jurado Ray
Ronald and Rachel Kaldor
Jean M. Kamps and William A. Hughes
Emily and Tom Kaplan
Jean and David Karlinsky
Alisa and Howard Katz
Jeffrey and Mindy Katz
Deborah Kaufman
Charles and Nancy Kearsley
Judy and Dale Keedy
William and Lauret* Keenan
Kalevi and Karen Kekkonen
Charlotte and Thomas Keller
James and Robin Kelley
Marnie and Mark Kelley
Dennis Kelly
Duffy Kelly
Moira Kelly and Seth Kaplan
Thomas Kelly and Barbara Woodford
Barbara and Neal Kelso
Roger Kemermerle
Stephen Kemp
Mary Kenkel
Katherine and John Abel
Ralph Kems and Louise Costigan-Kerns
Janice and Mark Kerr
Thomas Kerrigan and Beth Margolis
Cornelia Kettendorf and Luke Brennan
Abdul and Rabia Khan
Michael and Lynne Kidder
Veronica and Joseph Kiduschim
Robert Kieffe
David and Ann Kight
Cecilia and David Kim
Chris and John Kim
Moira and Robert Kimball
George and Flo Kinnerling
Juana King
Roger and Jana King
Sandra and James King
John Kirihara
Wendy Hills Kirsten
Peter and Suzanne Kistler
Tim Klass and Karen Klobucher
Tweed and Gary Kline
Keith and Eileen Koch
Vladimir and Loudmila Kokoza
Deborah and Som Konar
Del and Dwight Kono
Mary Kopmar
Marie and Joseph Koudsi
Kenneth Koyama and Stacie Hiramoto
Frank and Sheila Kozina
Kathyrn and Chapin Kraft
James and Debra Kratzter
Robert Kraus
Dans Krause and Jan Snedaker
Barbara Kreiss
Robert and Janet Kropp
Doug Kuepfer
Shu-Chuu and Ji-Chung Kuo
Richard and Kathryn Kurianovicz
Francisca and Daniel Kurowski
Samuel and Leslie Kusic
Jacqueline and Kevin Kwan
Kenny and Sandy Kwong
Leslie and Janifer Kwong
Tamara and David LaCroix
Norman La Force and Ming-Li Wang
Timothy and Betty La Franchi
Thomas and Julia La Grua
Joseph and Renee Lacara
James Laffan* and Kate Brooks*
Donna and John Lagarias
Ray and Ann Lage
Carol and Phil Laird
Larry Lajoie
Steve LaLonde
Isam Lamp
Pamela and Fung Lam
William and Corinne Lambden
Patricia and Nigel Lambert
Deborah and Christopher Lamela
Susan Lamont
Christine Larmpert and David Lang
Donna Lance
Charles Landaau
Mathew Landao
Lawrence Lanes and Carol Kronenwetter
Ileen H. Lang
Jordan Lang
Christopher (d) and Patricia Langton
Ann Laning
Jerry Larsen
Emily and Michael Laskin
Debbie Lathrop
Ernie Lavorini and Elizabeth Doyle
Howard and Virginia Law
Xiao and David Law
Thomas Lawson and Dina Rason
Pamela and Brian Layfield
Erik and Alison Layman
Tom and Marcia Layman
Susan Lazear
Janalee Leal
Ed Leclair
Louise Ledeen
Ade Lee and Siu Lee
Amy Lee
Catalina and Hayoung Lee
Choi and Ta Lee
Cornelia and Huai-Chuan Lee
Edith Lee
Jason Lee
Jeffrey and Jeung Min Lee
Jimmy and Susan Lee
Karen Lee
Stephen and Agnes Lee
Allen and Sandra Leingang
David Leinweber and Marguerite Moreno
Deborah Lent
Charlene Leung* and Robert Pressnall*
Dennis and Cissy Leung
Barbara Leverseur
Oz and Anna Levia
Arnold and Colleen Levin
Thomas Lew
Desire and William Lewis
Eileen and Mark Lewis
Robert and Barbara Lewis
Rosilia Leyva
George Li and Lynn Chan
Jim and Susan Libardi
Margaret and Parker Libby
Allen and Jacqueline Lichtenstein
Janet and William Lide
Louise and Jeffrey Lieb
David and Geri Lieby
Sandi Liederbach
Jane and Keh-Hoh Liu
Dennis and Lorrie Lim
Nick and Winnie Lim
Sun Lim
Kevin and Carol Limbach
Denise Lin
Sandra Jeanette Linares
Thomas and Barbara Lincoln
Robert Lind
Patricia and Thomas Linder
Karin Lindgren
Julie and Allan* Lindh
Ann and David Lindsay
Robin and Craig* Lingel
William and Kathleen Linn
Linda Lippert
Tammi Litke
Ann Litney
Sara Lively and Douglas Hopkinson*
Kay Livesey
Nicholas and Caroline Locke
Cynthia and Kirk Lok
Wai-Bong and Bessie Lok
Pam London
Stuart and Linda London
Rob and John Longfield
Wanda Long-Thompson and Elshon Aiken
D. Andrew and Toni Loomis
Teresa Lopez
Cindy Lopiccolo-Giles
Diane and John* Lorona
Noam and Sherry Lotan
Arnold and Carolyn Loveridge
Tom Love and Barbara Cordis-Lowe
Lori and Gerald Lowery
Joseph and Judith Lowry
Regina Lozano
Shi Ying Lu and Qisheng Li
Cynthia Lucero
Kimberly Luciani
Priscilla Phan Lui
Sonny and Annika Lundin
Laure Lyle
Phillip and Yueh-Ih Lyman
Pamela and Jarmon Lynch
Julie Lynn
Wang Ma
Janice Macchia
Scott and Linda MacDougall
Pavel and Nina Machotka
Jose and Maria Madrid
Judie Madrigal
Victor Madrigal
Steve Madwin
Patricia Maglasang Bozoner
Anthony and Anne Magliul
John and Roberta Maguire
Terry and Mark Eastman
Philippe Eberhard
Randy Eckstein
Margaret Eddy
Dean and Sharon G. Edell
Margery and Richard Edgren
Paul Edwards* and Kevin Keedy*+2
Martin and Vibeke Einhorn
Sherry Eisendorf
Erick and Jill Eklund
Larry Elan
Bernard Elbaum* and Nina Koocher
Avi and Patricia Elalhu
Michael Ellich
Norman Ellestrand
Arline and David Elliott
Marq Elliott and Marilyn Cahn
Craig and Julie Ellis
Jennifer Ellis#
Stan Elman
Paul B. Elmore, III
Steven Elprin and Claire Bunton+
Roger Emanuels
Jim Emdy
Gretchen Emmons
Gerri Endean
Gerda Endeman
Judy Enos
George Erickson
William and Elaine Ernst
Shelly Errington#
Donna M. Ervin
Paul and Laura Escobosa
Leonel and Maria Espinoza
Karen Estrella
Stephen and Susan Etchison
Olga E. Euben
David Evan Jones#
Allyson Evans
Robert Evans
Gregory and Kate Evard
Brooke T. Ewoldsen
Debra Fabiani
Marc Faggioli Smith and Fred Smith
Michael Fahey
Bruce Fairley
Barbara Fairhurst
Rick Falconer
Anne and Robert† Falltrick
Jim and Paula Faris
Mathew Farrell
Susan and Richard Farrington
Rogers and Margarete* Faurot
Robin J. Fawkes and Steve M. Wesolowski
Jennifer and Jonathan Fay
Ben Feldman and Alice Fishman
Jeanneine Feldman
Margo Feldlin
Jim and Jane Felton
Thomas and Claire Fenton
F. Joel Ferguson#
Vernon and Laura Fernandez
Robert and Melanie Ferrando
Mark Ferrari and Cathy Ferrari
M. P. and Denise Ferrigan
Kelly Ferry
Carolyn Fetler
Tom Fewel
Robert Feyer and Marsha Cohen
Terry Firickes
Bill and Audrey Fieberling
Drew and Gwendolyn Field
Michele Finch
Patricia Finlay
Yolanda and Gary W. Finn
Jill Finsen
Frank Fish
Andrew Fisher# and Caroline Pomeroy
Michael A. and Noel H. Fishman
Penny and Bill+ Fitzer
Mike Flagg and Judy Cooper
Russ# and Brenda Flegal
Cathia and Mark Fleisher
David Fleming and Jeanne0 Lance
Hugh Fletcher
Christopher Flick
Louis Fluer
Maria and Andy Flores
Christina Floyd
James Foliart
Caren Fonyd
Kai Fong
Kirby Fong
Richard and Kathleen Fontana
Don and Christine Forbus
Susan G. Ford0
Will and Catherina Forest
Blu Forman and Chela Zabin
Shirley Forsyth
Karla Forsythe and James Crane
Kimberly Forte
William H. Forthman
Brian E. Foss
Kenneth Foster and Joan Tannheimer*0
Ellen Fox
Robert and Desiree Foxworthy
Connor Foy and Heidi Williams-Foy
Anthony Francis and Jeri Smith
Allen and Barbara Frank
Donna and Robert*0 Franks
Marianna and Frances Frank
Mary Ann and Robert Franson
Lesley Franz
Todd Fraser
Stacie Frederick
Don Fredrickson
Christine and Greg Freeman
John Freiremuth
Edward and Helene French
Lorely French and James Draznin+2
David L. Fried
Hal and Hilda Friedman
Larry Friedman and Tom0 Ellison
Edward Friedman
Erin and Barnaby Fry
Hiroshi Fukurai#
Glenn Funk#
Joan Allen Funk
John and Jane Fusanotti
Marianna Gabriel Mejia and Federico Mejia
Cindy P. Gadye0 and Sheldon Kamieniecki#0
Francine Gaeta
Jeanne Gallo
Robert Galvan
Brian Gant
Martin and Susan Garbowitz
Antonio G. Garcia
Graciela Sarita Garcia
Ana Garcia-Garcia
Philip and June Gardner
Duanes0 and Irene Gamer
Robert Garner
Philip Garofalo
Lisa Garono
Todd Garrett
Don Gartner and Donelle Ehrut
Helen Garvey and Robert Gries
Richard and Lois Garwin
Henry Gaska
Georgi Gaspari#
Edna Gaub
David and Patricia Geddes
Robert Geer
Charlotte Gelfand
Maria Geluz
Robert and Kathleen Genco
Arkady Gendelman
Wendy0 and Donald+ Genes
Brande Gentry and Melitta Rorty+
Sang Mi and Thomas Geocaris
Lynette and Ted George
Barbara Gerber and Michael Wine
Hans and Elizabeth Gerritsen
Leslie and Kelly Ghen
Diane Gibson and Lawrence Bazel
Diane Gifford-Gonzalez2
Gregory Gilbert# and Ingrid Parker#
Sandy Gilbert
Patricia Gile
Susan and Patrick Gill
Mark and Toni Gillespie
Elisabeth and Max Gitter
Judy Glass
Jaime Gochoco
Carol Godsave
Adam Goduto
Lynda J. Goff00
Robert Goff# and Eleanor Littman
Roxana Goin
Hilary and Joseph Goldberg
Karla Golden
Marilyn Goldsmith
Terry and Linda Gong
Rose and Gregory Gonzalez
Elizabeth Goode
Raymond and Dorothea Goodrich
Kevin and Eileen Goodwin
Barbara and Mark Gordon
Jack Gordon and Nancy Carr-Gordon+2
Jaimey Gordon
Anna Gosline
Dean and Sheila0 Gotteher
Eric Grabiel0
Dennis Grady
Larry Graff
Sarah and Jeffrey Grant
William Grant
Douglass Graver
Barbara Graves and Bruce Daniels
Daniel Gray
Jim and Laurel Graziano
Christine and William Green
Christine Green
Doug and Lori Green
Jennifer Green
Karen Green
Josephine Greener
Shannon and John Greene
Gregory Greenman
Megan and C. Chris Grier
Jean and Alexander+2 Grillo0
Vince Grimaldi
Donald Grimes
Michael and Janelle Grimes
Barry and Diana L. Grimm
Bathsheba Grossman and Donal
Korycansky
James Grove0
Kimberly and Daniel Grover
Jeffrey Grubb and Elise Huffman0+
Marsha Gruen
Adelle Guerzon0
Margie and David Guggenheim
Timothy and Virginia Guin
Pierre Guidetti and Maureen Labro
John Guinn and Alicia Silverman+
David Gulley
Celina Gutierrez
Terri Gyr
Barbara J. Haas
Maria and Howard Haber
Denis and Virginia Haberkamp
William and Deborah Hackett
James and Linda Hagan
Deborah Hager
Saul and Ruth Haimowitz
Robert Hajosy and Jane Tea-Hajosy
David M. Hale
Keith and Linda Hale
Scott Hale and Patricia Brown
Coughlan
Kathryn and Arthur Halenbeck
Anna Lorene Hall
Anne and Arthur Hall
Stanford and Jacqueline Hall
Wade Hall
Lillian Hallock0
Georgia Hallyburton
Joan Halperin
Vicky and Steven Halpern
Esther and Lee Halversen
Virginia and Philippe Hammerness
Todd Hammonds
Carl Hampson and Maia Hampson
Lucy Hampton
Byron Han and Dorothy Chen
Donald and Olivia+ Hand
Mary Hanlan
Nagi M. and Teresa C. Hanna
Eric and Anna B. Hansen
Hardy Hansen
Vera Hansen
Charles Hanson
Harry and Terry Hanson
Lee Hanson0
Marvin and Angela Hanson
William and Barbara Happer
Mary Beth Harren0
Stephanie Harlan
Meg and Don Harlor
David Harrington0 and Amy Katzenstein-Escobar*
Frances Anne Harrington
Andrea and Allan Harris
Coco Harris
Lawrence Harris
Peter and Sheri Harris
Greg Harshawt
Jean Hart and Richard L. Pearson
Richard and Deanne Hart
John and Bonnie Hartman
Juel and Arthur Hartmann
Arthur Haseffine
Britt and Joseph Hassert
Mary Hastings and Kevin Eisenberg
Stephen Hauskins0 and Jose Sanchez0
David0 and Lu Haussler
Mark and Eleanor Hawkins
Kelly Hawkins
Peter and Lynda Haworth
Pam and James Hay
Chris J. Hayden
Anne Hayes0
Patricia Raymond and Paul Stone
Madeline Head
George Headley
David and Jackie Heald
Edward Hearm and Linda Arnold
James and Lesley Hearm
Tom and Diana Hearm
Nancy and Christopher Heavey
Eva Hector
Suzanne Heinze
Shirley Heitschel0
Bonnie L. Hellevig
Steven and Christine Hempler
Dan Henderson
Patricia Henderson
Daniel and Nancy Hendrix
David Henry and Deborah Ginsburg
Paul and Audrenne Henry
Alfred and Katherine Herbermann
Elizabeth Herbert and Michael Pischke
Hermelinda and Jose Hernandez
Robert Herrera
Deborah and Jacob Herschler
Rosanna Hertz and Robert J. Thomas
Christopher Hertzog
Donna and Heber Hertzog
Sally Hess and Tim Eells
Ann and Robert Hestand
Stephen M. and Jane E. Heumann
Elaine Heyman
Hannah Hickey
Maria Hickling
Katsumi and Alice Hikido
Charles Hill and Amy Lerner
Susan Hilliard0
Robert and Kimberly Hinrichs
Patti Hiramoto0 and Wayne Komure
Robert and Ellen Hirth
Barbara L. and James L. Hitchcock
Businesses
Aardvark Letterpress
Stuart R. Abelson Fund
Accenture Foundation
Ackerman Galleries
Advanced Micro Devices
Aegon Transamerica Foundation
Agami Systems
Agarwal Foundation
Agilent Technologies
Agnell Electric
Ahmanson Foundation
Airel Events
Aki Hydrotesting
Alaska SeaLife Center
Allanson Insurance Agency
Allstate Foundation
AMD
American Association of University Women
American Chemical Society
American Educational Research Association
American Express Foundation
American Take 2
Amgen Foundation
American Takii
Amphion Foundation
Anadarko Petroleum
AnnieGlass
AOH Foundation
AOL Time Warner
Appleton Foundation
Applied Materials Foundation
Applied Survey Research
ARC2 Foundation
Artwork Conversion Software Association of University Architects
AT&T Foundation
Myrtle L. Atkinson Foundation
AVI CHAI Foundation
Bagelry
Balance Hydrologics
Balbas and Tiffany
Ball Corporation
Bank of America
Bank of America Foundation
Bargetto Winery
Barkey Fund
Barry Swenson Builder
Basic American Foods
Bay Area Council Foundation
Bay Brokerage Company
Bay City Flower Company
Bay Federal Credit Union
Bay Tree Bookstore
Bayless, Hall Advertising Design
BC Tech
Beach Liquors
Bechtel Foundation
S. D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
Bed and Biscuits, Groomingdales
Berger-Lewis Accountancy Corporation
Berry & Berry
BHP Billiton
Big Creek Lumber
Blink Pilot Jewels
Blink Television Extraordinary Animals
Bodega Bay Institute
Boeing Company
Bogard Construction
Bookshop Santa Cruz
Robert Bosch Corporation
Bosso Williams
Boyle-Abel Associates and Family
Lands Consulting
BP America Foundation
Bridal Veil Fashions
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Brubeck-Wong Realtors
Brush Family Foundation
Buckner, Khouri & Mirkovich
Burgstrom, Kramer Corporation
Burroughs Wellcome Company
Byington Winery
C.A.R.E.
Cabrillo Aquatics
Cabrillo Community College District
Cadence Design Systems
Cafe El Palomar
California Community Foundation
California Council for Humanities
California Certified Organic Farmers
California Culinary Academy
California Education Round Table
Interssegmental Coordinating
California Grey Bears
California Native Plant Society
California Pajaroas
California Strawberry Commission
Call Management Products
Calmar Optcom
Calvert Social Investment Foundation
Candace Hair Design
Carpegnia Corporation of New York
Carpert craft
Carried Away
Carroll Family Foundation
Cars 4 Causes
Casablanca Restaurant
Casas, Riley & Simonian
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Harold K. L. Castle Foundation
Celestica
Comex Davenport Cements
Center for Communication Skills
Center for Multicultural Cooperation
Central Coast Running
CERES
Chaminade
Chapter ED PEO
Charlie Hong Kong
Chateau Julien Wine Estate
ChemDiv
Chevron
ChevronTexaco Energy Technology
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Foundation
Chiropractic & Sports Therapy
Christensen Fund
CIGNA Foundation
Cinnabar Vineyards & Winery
Cisco Foundation
CIT Group Foundation
Claremont Colleges
Cliff Bar Family Foundation
Clovis Company Foundation
Clouds Downtown
CMS Design Portraiture
Coast Range Realty Exchange
Coastal Green Frozen Foods
Cody, Anderson, Wasney Architects
Goelro - Ashman Corporation
Colombini Construction
Kim Conceptx Production Services
Commercial Assessment Consultants
Committee to Elect John Laird
CONCUR
ConocoPhillips Company
Countrywide Cares
Covello and Covello Photography
S. H. Cowell Foundation
Creative Images Photography
Crepe Place
Crow's Nest Restaurant
Cultural Council of Santa Cruz County
Cultural Heritage Imaging
Cyclops Electrical Systems
Cypress Semiconductor
Dahlen Construction
Dahlmeier Insurance Agency
Charles A. Dana Foundation
Danielli, Phillips, Vaughn & Bock
Accoutancy Corporation
Data Domain
De Mega Electric
Defenders of Wildlife
De Dies Construction
Delisch
Gladys Kribe Delmas Foundation
Delta Kappa Gamma, Theta Chapter
Denver Zoological Foundation
Discovery Parks Trust
Draper Consulting Group
DreamCatcher Foundation
Drexler Foundation
Driscoll Strawberry Associates
Duke University
Dura Fence Corporation
DW Architecture/Design
Earthbound Farm
Eco Goods
Edison International
Elan Pharmaceuticals
Ekborn Native Plant Nursery
Ellison Medical Foundation
EMD Chemicals
Enterprise Rent-A-Car of San Francisco
Environmental Defense Fund
Epic Wines
Equinox
Erik's Deli Cafe
Expanding Your Horizons Network
Falcon Trading Company
Family Center
Families First Medical Group
Fannie Mae Foundation
Far West Design & Landscaping
Tarallion Foundation
Federated Department Stores Foundation
Booth Ferris Foundation
FiberFin
Fifth Third Bank
Financial Caregiver
Finkelman Family Foundation
First Data Western Union Foundation
Firstwave Events
Five Point L. P.
Flipper Fanny's Cookies, Cakes and More
Flora Family Foundation
Flor Foundation
Ford Motor Company
Fortington Construction
4Charity Foundation
Frame Studio
Marty Franich Ford Company
Sidney E. Frank Foundation
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Full Circle Fund
Gabriella's Cafe
Gannett Foundation
Gayle's Bakery and Rosticceria
Genentech
General Electric Foundation
Gensler Corporation
Georgia Tech Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
GGT Corporation
GivingExpress Program from American Express
Glad Fellowship
Glaser Family Foundation
Global Impact
Global Solutions for Infectious Diseases
David B. Gold Foundation
Golden State Bulb Growers
Google
Granite Construction
Grantz and Van Ruler
Grumsky, Eby, Farrar & Howell
Hair by Design
Half Moon Bay Nursery
Han's at the Hook
Bill Hannon Foundation
Happy Valley Elementary School District
Harford Insurance Group
Headstrong Services
Heather Glass
J. H. Herz Family Foundation
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hierarchical Systems Research Foundation
Hilton Santa Cruz, Scotts Valley
Hitachi America, Ltd
Hoffman's Bakery Cafe
Hong Kong Economic Association
Hotline Wetsuits
HSBC
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Human Frontier Science Program Organization
Hunter Hill Winery and Vineyard
IBM International Foundation
New York
Ideas to Go
Intl Fdn for Research in Experimental Economy
Independent Energy Systems
India Joz
Inner Light Ministries
Integrated Logistics Services
InterMune
International Business Interiors
James Irvine Foundation
Islands Fund
J. and L. Adult Residential Facility
J. M. Fabrication
J. V. Tire and Auto Services
Jack's Hamburgers
Jacobs Farm
Jamba Juice
Joni L. Janecki and Associates
Japan Patent Office
Jessica Lee Designs
Jewish Communal Fund
JK Group
Johnny's Selected Seeds
Johnson & Johnson
Joint Oceanographic Institutions
Journeyworks Publishing
Joyce Foundation
Juniper Networks Company
Karoon Properties
Robert T. Keeler Foundation
Ada Howe Kent Foundation
King's Village Shopping Center
Rose F. and Alice M. Koffend Foundation
Koret Foundation
KPMG Involve Community Campaign
Kwan's Distributing Company
La Cava Wine Bar
La Playa Hotel
Lakeside Organic Gardens
Lamont Street Grill
Frans Lanting Gallery
Ledyard Company
Robert L. Levine Denistry
Liberty Bank
Lifestyle Culinary Arts
Live Earth Farm
Lockheed Scholarship Foundation
Loma Linda University
Lombardo and Giles
J. M. Long Foundation
Los Alamos National Security
Lowerpro
Lundberg Studios
Lussier Family Partnership
Mackenzie Kady Kitchen
Madera Framing
Mahlmann & Associates
Manresa Restaurant
More
To find out more about supporting UC Santa Cruz financially, please contact the following development officers:

**Annual Giving**
Adam Goduto  
(831) 459-2489  
agoduto@ucsc.edu

**Arboretum**
Tad Sterling  
(831) 427-2998, ext. 106  
sterling@ucsc.edu

**Arts**
Matt Henry  
(831) 459-2439  
mfhenry@ucsc.edu

**Jack Baskin School of Engineering**
Stephen Bourdow  
(831) 459-4572  
sbourdow@soe.ucsc.edu

**Corporate Foundation Relations**
Diane Cast  
(650) 528-4030, ext. 131  
dcast@ucsc.edu

**Gift Planning**
Michael Lorilla  
(831) 459-5227  
mlorilla@ucsc.edu

**Humanities**
Liz Sandoval  
(831) 459-4713  
lsand@ucsc.edu

**Library**
Astrid von Soosten  
(831) 459-5870  
avs@ucsc.edu

**Physical and Biological Sciences**
Jeffrey Kongslie  
(831) 459-4240  
kongslie@ucsc.edu

**Colleges and Parents Programs**
Frankie Melvin  
(831) 466-2922  
fmelvin@ucsc.edu

**Shakespeare Santa Cruz**
Ann Gibb  
(831) 459-5507  
anngibb@ucsc.edu

**Social Sciences**
Heidi Renteria  
(831) 459-5417  
hrenter@ucsc.edu

**Student Affairs**
Kathleen Hughes  
(831) 459-4552  
khughes@ucsc.edu

**UC Santa Cruz Foundation**
Ann McCrow  
Director  
(831) 459-1965  
aemccrow@ucsc.edu

**University Relations**
Donna Murphy  
Vice Chancellor  
(831) 459-4750  
donnam@ucsc.edu

Jennifer Svihus  
Associate Vice Chancellor  
(831) 459-5591  
jsvihus@ucsc.edu

Lynne Stoops  
Executive Director of Development  
(831) 459-1376  
lstoops@ucsc.edu

**University Relations**
University of California, Santa Cruz  
1156 High Street  
Santa Cruz, CA 95064-1077  
(831) 459-2501  
(800) 933-7584  
Fax: (831) 459-3412  
Web: giving.ucsc.edu